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Signalling buoy
This buoy contains a 20-metre length of polyester webbing on a self-winding roll. 
The webbing is fastened to the anchor by means of a shackle and is released gradually according to
the depth of the anchorage. Once anchorage done, the buoy floats directly above the anchor. 
This prevents moorings becoming entangled in the line. If the anchor gets stuck, the webbing can be
used to recover the anchor (breaking load 290 kg).

 Signalling buoys | Anchor buoys | Anchor retrieval | Self-winding buoys | Anchor retrievers Chains, connectors and anchoring accessories Code Ø mm Height mm
01.210.00 310 370
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Grippy: compact and lightweight signalling buoy with self-winding HMPE
line and night light
The first signalling buoy with 2 fully watertight chambers housing electronic and mechanical parts,
which prevents possible malfunctions due to the marine environment. 
Extremely lightweight and compact, it has a 200-mm diameter and weighs as little as 1.2 kg. 
The end of the GRIPPY line has to be connected to the anchor crown, and it will automatically unwind
when deploying the anchor. 
The line self-adjustment let GRIPPY float on the anchor perpendicular consequently signalling its
position. At night, GRIPPY automatically activates its solar-powered night lights (LIGHT version). 
In case of tangled anchor, it can be handled by retrieving the buoy rope, whose breaking load exceeds
500 kg. 
When retrieving the anchor, GRIPPY will automatically wind its line and will position under the boat
bow. It comes with a convenient stanchion support (LIGHT version) and a pull-out visual signaller.

Signalling buoysCode Model Anchor buoy 
length m

Anchor buoy 
breaking load kg

Description Handrail 
support

Ø 
mm

01.211.01 Grippy 
Basic 15 500 With visual signaller No 200 1.2

01.211.02 Grippy 
Light 25 500 With visual signaller + 

night automatic lights Yes 200 1.2

01.211.03* Grippy 
Heavy 20 1200 With visual signaller + 

night automatic lights Yes 200 1.4

* Stainless steel protection for anchor buoy included.
01.211.09 10-m extension (1200-kg breaking load).

 E Protection for 
anchor buoyE 01.211.09

 

▶ Stainless steel rollers

E 01.118.8x E 01.119.92
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Bow roller for dolphin strikers
Made of stainless steel for mounting under the dolphin striker.

 Bow rollers | Dolphin strikers | Anchor winch | Code Sheave material Recess-fit width mm Spare sheave
01.118.81 Hard rubber 45 01.218.82
01.118.87 Nylon 51 01.519.02
01.118.89 Hard rubber 89 01.219.94
01.119.92 Hard rubber 85 01.219.94
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Bow roller

Made of satin-finish stainless steel with nylon sheave.
 Bow rollers | Dolphin strikers | Anchor winches | Code Length mm Width mm Height mm Spare sheave

01.118.82 155 51 72 01.218.82

Bow fairlead

This model by Osculati is made of AISI 316 stainless steel, nylon  sheave suitable
for ropes up to 14 mm and for chains up to 6/8 mm. Very sturdy and practical.

 Steel fairleads | Bow fairleadsCode Length mm Base mm
01.349.00 130 90x90
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